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the impinging electron. The system was operated with a rate up to 1.5kHz per chan-
nel. The full SRO chain (Waveboard+TriDAS+JANA2) was successfully tested, with data
collected using different combination of software L2 triggers. The offline data analysis is
currently ongoing, and final results from the test are expected to be published in early
2021.

BNL efforts

An example of a detector read out in streaming mode is a prototype of the sPHENIX TPC
that was tested at the FermiLab Test Beam Facility (FTBF) in 2019. The TPC prototype,
shown in Fig. 11.129, was moved perpendicular to the beam and rotated with respect to
the beam to get particle tracks at different distances away from the pad plane, resulting in
different drift lengths and angles.

At the test beam, we found that our event rate capability could be significantly increased
by running the FELIX readout in “streaming mode”. We still triggered the front-end card
with signals from the FTBF beamline, however, the FELIX cards are oblivious to how the
FEE actually arrived at the decision to send up the data. But by allowing the FELIX card to
format the data as streaming data, one does not need to wait for all data from a particular
beam event to be fully transmitted. In streaming mode, while data from trigger n are
already arriving from one front-end, other parts can still be transmitting data from trigger
n � 1, or even n � 2. In streaming mode, there is no need to wait for the completion of
the data transmission from a given trigger, as the data parts are later re-assembled by their
embedded clock information. That is what led to the increased event rate in streaming
mode.

This also validated a running mode that sPHENIX is committed to in production run-
ning, combining the streaming data from the trcking system with triggered data from the
calorimeters and the Minimum-Bias detector. During the test beam we achieved the si-
multaneous logging of data from the TPC prototype together with several channels worth
of beamline instrumentation channels read out in “classic” triggered mode.

This also served as an early test of our timing system that provides a common clock to
the various front-end cards, and can on demand also provide a standad trigger signal to
legacy electronics.

11.10 Software, Data Analysis and Data Preservation

This section will describe the computing needs for the reference detector at the EIC and
discuss the foreseen software developments.

Aside from possible contribution of machine backgrounds, the reconstruction of events at
the EIC will be easier than the same task at present LHC or RHIC hadron machines, and,
in perspective, much easier than for the high luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), which will start



YR sections related to software
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11.9 Data Acquisition

11.10 Software, Data Analysis and Data Preservation
11.11 Scientific Computing, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

14.6.2 Readout Software Architecture, Orchestration and Online Analysis 

Status of 11.10 CDR version written by Andrea
• Reconstruction time of DIS events
• Importance of software design, development, and planning for success of the EIC
• Growing software effort

• EIC Software Consortium (eRD20)
• SWG

• Overview
• Activities of SWG
• Software Tools

• Discussion
• simulations for detector optimization
• Monte Carlo event generators for the EIC

Add tools used for YR, common projects from EoI

Add role of AI/ML: cross reference to 11.11
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Software Needs
Requirements What software needs for EIC Software 
would you like to highlight now, in a few years, and for the 
completion of the EIC project? 

Meeting Software Needs

Technologies & Techniques What software technologies 
and techniques should be considered for the EIC?

What resources can your group contribute?
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Expression of Interest (EOI) for Software 
 
Please indicate the name of the contact person for this submission: 
 
Conveners of the Software Working Group:  

● A. Bressan, M. Diefenthaler, and T. Wenaus  
● eicug-software-conveners@eicug.org  

 
Please indicate all institutions collectively involved in this submission of interest: 
 

ANL Argonne National Laboratory 

BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory 

CEA/Irfu IRFU at CEA /Saclay institute 

EIC-India Akal University, Central University of Karnataka, DAV College Chandigarh, 
Goa University, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, Indian Institute of 
Technology Delhi, Indian Institute of Technology Indore, Indian Institute of 
Technology Patna, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Malaviya National 
Institute of Technology Jaipur, Panjab University, Ramkrishna Mission 
Residential College Kolkata 

IMP-CAS Institute of Modern Physics - Chinese Academy of Sciences 

INFN Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare  

JLab Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility 

LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory 

LBNL and 
UC Berkeley 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and University of California, 
Berkeley 

NCBJ National Centre for Nuclear Research  
 

OhioU Ohio University 

ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
 

SBU Stony Brook University 

SLAC SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory 

SU Shandong University 
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https://indico.bnl.gov/event/8552/contributions/43221/

Common Projects
• Software Tools for Simulations and Reconstruction

• Monte Carlo Event Generators
• Detector Simulations
• Reconstruction

• Middleware and Preservation
• Workflows
• Data and Analysis Preservation

• Interaction with the Software Tools
• Explore User-Centered Design
• Discoverable Software
• Data Model

Future Technologies
• Artificial Intelligence
• Heterogeneous computing
• New languages and tools
• Collaborative software

29 institutions

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/8552/contributions/43221/

